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''When I see you, it's as if space and time become the finest point imaginable, as if time collapses into 

one speck and explodes at light speed. It's as if my universe begins and ends with you. I could run 

forever, search forever, but in the end, every path leads right back to your heart and soul. I then realized 

that I've fallen for you in a few days and I will spend the rest of my life with you.'' 

BOOM! 

There was an explosion inside Valery's mind and her body wobbled, almost falling on the bed, she was 

so shocked and momentarily thought she was having a dream but soon shook her head because 

everything felt real, no it was real. 

Unconsciously, her body trembled and her heart started beating furiously. 

Ba-dump! Ba-dump! Ba-dump! 

She had trouble breathing. 

''Can you please accept me? I love you for eternity and cherish you like no other one.'' Alex declared 

with eyes full of passion as he was still kneeling. 

Valery was unable to mutter a single word. She was fully shocked by the event that occurred at the last 

minute. 

After all, as a part of her plan with her two companions, she has come into the room to give him 

sedatives. Her mission was even successful with Alex drinking the drugged wine. 

It was just a matter of minutes before he would fall into a deep sleep for days and then she could follow 

her original plan. 

She thought everything was going well but then suddenly, Alex wanted to return her gesture of bringing 

him milk. Curious, she allowed him to do so as he pleases. 

But now there was no more curiosity in her mind. Her thoughts were a complete mess. 

How could she ever expect that his gesture would mean that he would put an engagement ring on her 

finger?! 

The ring was shocking enough, but then there were the words spoken by Kiba about the background of 

the ring. 

"His father gave this ring to his mother...and now he is doing the same with me?" Valery contemplated 

in disbelief. 

She raised her head and looked at Alex. She could see the raw emotions in his eyes amidst the tears. 

"This ring must mean a lot to him." She thought in her heart. "It is the last gift from his dying mother but 

yet he still gave it to me.'' 



She was overwhelmed with emotions and her heart started wavering, the kneeling Alex at the moment 

looked incredibly dashing and something was changing inside her heart because of this. 

"Valery, please accept will you?" He looked at her, waiting for her to speak. 

"Alex, this is too much for me to contemplate," Valery tried to make up an excuse, "I don't know how to 

react or what to say." 

"Then you don't have to," Alex said with a smile that bloomed from his heart. 

Valery opened her lips to speak further, but she never got the chance as his lips zoomed into hers. 

As soon as their lips met, a sweet and fragrant taste greeted her senses. She was completely stupefied 

as if a lightning bolt has struck her head. She felt as if she was as light as a feather, flying high in the 

heavens, kissing the sun. 

"I..." 

She opened her lips to protest, but much to her shock, he used this as an opportunity to push his tongue 

into her mouth. 

'Shit! So be it.'ραпdα `nᴏνɐ| сom 

She decided to reciprocate, everything is for the sake of the mission, not because she felt happy to have 

been proposed to. 

Well, she was happy at the moment as if she had found true happiness. 

Things started escalating beyond what she previously planned. 

°°°° 

Outside the forest was shrouded by darkness. The light from the stars was almost non-existent at this 

late in the night. 

In the forest, the night was far more dangerous than the day. 

Dangerous monsters lurked in every corner, looking for prey. Their super-enhanced vision didn't hinder 

them in the slightest as they proceeded with their hunt. 

The outskirts of the forest, on the other hand, were relatively safe with the presence of only low-level 

beasts. It was possible to avoid them as long as one has the means, such as energy markers that would 

radiate the presence of higher-level beasts to fool the weaker beasts. 

Currently, a camp with five rooms has such means. The camp was next to a stream but no beasts 

targeted the camp. 

In the present, two human figures were standing outside the camp. 

The two figures were none other than Xavier and Ludic. Their expressions were downcast with a tinge of 

worry on their faces. 



"Valery didn't come back after she went to Alex's room," Xavier said in a low voice, "It has already been 

close to an hour...could she have been caught by him?" 

"This is impossible!" Ludic disagreed with the guess. "We three have done our part well so there is no 

way he can be suspicious!" 

"That's true," Xavier nodded his head. He was sure the drugs in the wine couldn't be detected by even 

powerful Saint much less Alex whose level should be around 125 at best. 

"But then why hasn't she returned?" Xavier once again asked. He was having an eerie feeling that 

something wasn't right. 

"We should check out." Ludic decided after some contemplation. Xavier nodded in agreement and the 

two walked toward the room which was allocated to Alex. 

Using mana to strengthen their vision they approached Alex's room with Xavier in the lead because he 

had a special skill capable of peering into things just like a thermal vision and the moment he used it. 

He was directly seeing the scene inside the room. 

He saw the thermal images in the form of a female lying above a male. The mouth of the male was over 

the breasts of the female. 

"IMPOSSIBLE!" Xavier muttered in complete disbelief. 

ƥαṇdαηθνε| THUD! 

He staggered back and fell on his butt producing a thud sound. 

Ludic was shocked and hurriedly checked with a different method and upon seeing the same thing he 

became frozen on the spot. 

'SHIT!' 
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He staggered back and fell on his butt producing a thud sound. 

Ludic was shocked and hurriedly checked with a different method and upon seeing the same thing he 

became frozen on the spot. 

'SHIT!' 

Ludic had trouble believing what he saw and his brain was unable to process the current situation and 

seemed to have temporarily shut down. 

Meanwhile, Xavier was in denial, unable to accept the current situation. He didn't dare, no he couldn't 

accept what was happening. 

ƥαṇdα-ηθνε|·ƈθm To deny this reality he even tried looking again, hoping to see something different. 

Unfortunately, the reality is cruel, Xavier was still seeing the scene of both Alex and Valery copulating, 

he even saw a specific part of both the figures highlighted due to the high heat. 

This specific part of both the male and female figures was connected as they continued their rhythmic 

movement. 

Xavier's body first became stiff, then it trembled vigorously. The veins on his forehead bulged out, like 

thick worms. 

"How could she do this to me?!" He wanted to scream. 

In his entire life, he has only loved one girl, Valery. He knew his love was one-sided but he believed there 

was hope. This was why he joined her in the forest for he wanted to become closer to her. 

While he was aware they were on a mission and his role was to act like a jealous one-sided lover in front 

of their prey, he didn't mind this least bit. He never thought he was acting, for everything came from his 

heart. 

He has always prayed that someday she would notice his feelings and accept them. He has even 

dreamed of how they will share their lives and the kids they would have. 

But now. 

"That bastard is enjoying what I should be doing!" 

Xavier felt his blood boiling up as he further saw the event in the room. He observed Valery lying on the 

bed with Alex releasing thick ropes of cum over her breasts. 

"Son of a bitch! How dare he do that?!" 

Xavier has envisioned many scenes of him sucking over Valery's breasts. He has also imagined himself 

planting his face between those firm breasts but now. 

"That motherfucker has marked her breasts! Hang on... What is he doing now...?!! Even her mouth?! 

Stop it!" 

Xavier saw Valery's tongue sliding on Alex's cock. She licked off every single trace of semen from his 

cock. 



A trail of cum stretched out from her rosy lips and struck her chin. She brought her hand to clean the 

cum from her face. 

"This has to be a nightmare! My Valery can't be doing this!" 

In the past, Xavier has visualized the picture of him kissing her lips and dueling with her tongue. 

But now. 

Her pussy was taken, her breasts were marked and even her lips were stained with cum. 

She was no longer the Valery he has known throughout his life. The girl of his dream has turned into a 

stranger. 

"I would kill that bastard no matter what!" Xavier swore deep in his heart. 

His heart was burning with flames of anger and only revenge could extinguish them.ραпdα `nᴏνɐ| сom 

He promised himself he won't sleep or have food until he has taken out his enemy. 

He was fuming with anger. He could handle everything in life but not the 'tragedy' in front of his eyes. 

The scene of Alex ramming his thick spear into his woman and marking her in ways he never could. 

Just how can he handle the fall of his one true love under the claws of a man she has met a little more 

than two days? 

He has tried for years without any success, yet she gave everything, which was rightfully his, to a 

stranger! 

This was not a punch in his guts but a knife in his heart. It was a betrayal that pained him so much that 

not even words could describe the feeling. 

After all, the only true pain was that of the heart. The only true suffering was love. 

"What's so special about him anyways?! He might have a handsome face and a well-proportioned body 

but that doesn't mean Valery should be his!" He unsheathed his sword. 

"What are you doing?" Ludic finally back to his senses and stopped Xavier from barging inside the room. 

"I'm going to kill that fucker," Xavier declared with a maddening. 

"Are you an idiot?!" Ludic put a hand on his shoulder and continued, "We have a mission and you want 

to ruin everything?! 

"Fuck the mission," Xavier pushed Ludic's hand away, "He has taken everything from me and I'm not 

gonna forgive him for this." 

"You fucking idiot!" Ludic was incensed by Xavier's conduct. "That man would make us a fortune but you 

wish to ruin everything just because he and Valery had sex?!" 

Ludic wanted to slap Xavier for making an issue out of nothing and wanting to ruin their entire day's 

efforts. 



"Valery is my love, my true love," Xavier said in a heavy voice, "And she is mine alone. No fucking 

bastard can take her from me." 

Ludic was having a hard time controlling his anger. Just what sort of reasoning was Xavier carrying? 

"It is her life and it is her choice to make out with anyone she wants," Ludic tried his best to explain in a 

calm voice. 

"Bastard!" Xavier clenched his left fist and landed a heavy punch on Alex's guts. 

"YOU!" Ludic fell some distance away, shocked by the sudden assault. He brought his weapon and aimed 

at Xavier, "Stop before you force me to do something you would regret." 

"I don't regret anything!" The latter responded before leaping on Ludic, eyes full of madness. 

Xavier soon engaged Ludic in a fierce exchange. Their weapons clashed together repeatedly until one of 

them was gravely injured. 

A burning sensation radiated from his chest. A fist clamped onto his skin, nails digging deep into the 

flesh in search of relief from this agony. He wanted to give up, there was no way he could keep going 

feeling like this. He paused for a brief moment, contemplating all he had fought for and all he could lose 

if he gave up now. 

He took a deep breath, then another, and then another. A state of calm returned to his clouded mind for 

a moment. But sick of having to deal with all this he decided to simply refuse to acknowledge the pain 

and get on with his day to the best of his ability. 

However, soon he noticed his life fading before his eyes, the feeling of dying, the feeling of death was 

closer than ever, letting Ludic be aware of his impending doom. This dooming feeling seemed to be 

inevitable as if his fate had been sealed. 

He couldn't help but shout to the sky. 

''When will the pain stop? Somebody, please make it stop, I can't take it anymore! The ground beneath 

me is drenched in my blood, yet still, I feel the pain. I can't take this anymore. 

Everything hurts. My body is dying, the floor feels like rocks and my soul is crying. Everything hurts, but 

it'll be over soon. 

Help me. Somebody, please. I need to live, I have to live. There's still so much I need to do, there are still 

many people who need me and I need them. I must live. I need to live. 

I hope I'm not forgotten, or worse, abandoned. People are still looking for me, right? It hasn't been very 

long I don't think, surely there are still people looking for me. Yes, they must be. Somebody will find me 

soon, I just need to hang in there for just a while longer. I haven't been forgotten. 

This is it, isn't it? I'm going to die, I know it now. Oh god, I'm going to die right here, all alone. I don't 

want to die, I don't want to die. There's too much. There are too many people... I don't want to die. 

I'm cold. I wish there was somebody to hold me or something to warm me. I feel no pain, not any 

longer, but my body keeps shivering to warm itself up. But I'm still cold.'' 



Suddenly, the scenery changed and while it was happening, the dying Ludic seemed to have heard a 

voice. 

'Welcome back.' 

That voice uttered and Ludic's body shuddered and he seemed to have understood something. 
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voice. 

'Welcome back.' 

That voice uttered and Ludic's body shuddered he seemed to have understood something but this 

quickly disappeared as well. Time seemed to have been rewound to when he was trying to stop Xavier 

from attacking Alex. 

The latter eyes were red and Xavier had become mad, he decided to shoot a fireball into the room. 

Meanwhile inside the room. 

Valery sat down on the bed, her body covered with sweat. She took a tissue paper to wipe the sweat off 

her body. 

Alex was dressed back. 

"Dress soon," He said as he passed Valery her clothes from the floor. 

"Soon? Why?" She asked, confused. 

Alex didn't reply but poured himself a glass of water. He brought the glass to his lips and gulped down 

the entire glass in quick succession. 

The entrance of the room, which was made of fabric, broke apart into flames as a fireball moved 

forward like a shooting star. 

As the stream of light rushed forward, the temperature in the room increased by countless folds. 

"An attack!" Valery's eyes turned wide in shock. 

She knew the shot originated from either of her companions, and she also knew how terrifying this 

fireball would be. 

If one was hit directly then the only fate would be incarnating into ashes! 

She was in the middle of clasping her bra strings and didn't even get time to react further as the laser 

light rushed toward her. 

The fireball was on the bed but she was sitting on it. There was no time for her to move or dodge. 

"No!" She shut her eyes, waiting for the pain of death to arrive. She has seen people dying from the 

fireball and has heard their horrifying screams. 



The death was momentary but yet the pain seemed to carry a lifetime of story. She has always prayed to 

never meet such a demise but now she was helpless. 

She has so many aspirations she wished to fulfill but. 

Valery waited and waited for seconds which seemed like years, but the sensation of the terrifying pain 

didn't arrive. 

Slowly she opened her eyes and saw a hand in front. The hand was clutched and the fireballs of light 

then turned into mist and disappeared into nothingness. 

"Alex?" She raised her head to look at him. 

He was standing with a nonchalant expression, his other hand still carrying a glass. His expression was 

like he dealt with an ordinary ball instead of blocking a fireball coming from a Saint. 

Valery was completely dumbfounded by his nonchalant attitude and the ease with which he handled the 

situation. 

Just what type of strength does it take to block such a powerful attack without suffering the least bit of 

damage? 

Alex stepped in front of her and placed the glass away. Her breasts were exposed, with the bra falling. 

"Let me help you." He picked up the bra and slid it back on her breasts. 

"T-thanks," Valery's cheeks were as red as the word red. 

"No problem," Alex said nonchalantly as he hooked her bra before adding, "This was why I said get 

dressed quickly." 

"You knew the attack was coming?!" She was startled. Before she could pester him for an answer, she 

noticed two figures some distance away from them. 

The fireball was extinguished but it has already burned away the entrance. The room was still lightened 

up with the inbuilt lamps in the remaining fabric. 

Ludic and Xavier were standing at the entrance, shocked by how the scene folded inside. Ludic has 

traces of blood on his face but he was in no state to think about his injuries. 

When Xavier fired the fireball into the room, he was expecting the worst. But now it looked like his 

worry was for nothing, that fireball has done no harm. 

What shocked him was how the attack was neutralized. Valery didn't notice it but he has. He has seen 

how Alex just put his hand forward in front of the coming fireball and then clenched his fist as soon as it 

made a contact. 

Ludic expected him to turn into ashes, but instead, the fireball was extinguished like sparks of fire. 

"How is this possible?" He was terrified. 

He has made a report on Alex and his powers when the latter faced the wolves and Steel Fish. 



''He was hiding his powers!" Ludic contemplated the details, " Otherwise, with the power he displayed 

now, defeating Steel Fish should be easy! But yet, he was pushed back and Xavier was forced to step in 

against the fish!" 

"What is the meaning of this?" Valery left the bed and looked at her companions. The near-death 

experience has made her numb for a minute but now she regained her clarity. 

She couldn't believe her companions would attack her in the middle of the night. While she was inside 

Alex's room, she knew her companions were aware but yet they attacked her.ραпdα `nᴏνɐ| сom 

If not for Alex, she would be ashes floating in the night sky. 

"I want to ask the same!" Xavier said in a loud voice, "What the hell were you doing with him?!" 

His eyes were filled with madness and he didn't care the least bit about how the fireball was blocked. All 

he wanted was to get revenge for the humiliation and the pain he has undergone. 

"You fucking idiot" Valery called out in an annoyed voice, "I can do anything I please and it is none of 

your business." 

She was in no mood to care about the cute and innocent image she has earlier established in front of 

Alex. She has experienced a near-death moment, and things like her plans were the last things she 

wanted to think about. 

"Slut, I will kill you and your lover, you adulterous couple---" Xavier was in the middle of cussing, but 

then he stopped as he saw the scene in front of him. 

Alex placed a pillow on the headboard and then sat down on the bed, his back resting on the pillow. He 

took out his something and started fiddling with it, not bothered by what going on before him. 

"What is he doing?!" Xavier looked in complete disbelief as Alex playing with the unknown thing. 

''He playing -" Ludic had even finished before Xavier became more furious. 

''Are you kidding with me?!" His eyes were bloodshot. 

He was letting out his steam and emotions, but yet the main culprit was playing around, instead of 

trying to apologize and beg for life. 

This is not how things should play out! 

Valery turned her head back and was similarly dumbfounded by the scene. 

"Hmm?" Alex seemed to notice their gazes as he raised his head. 

"Ah! Please continue," Alex lowered the thing the others couldn't identify, it was a smartphone, if any 

earthling was present they would have identified it. 

''Don't let my presence hinder you." He added with a smile. 

Valery was perplexed by his sudden change in personality. Just moments ago he saved her life, but now 

he was acting completely oblivious to everything. 



"Could it be the side effects of the drugs in the wine?" She thought of how shy and nervous Alex was 

before consuming the milk. 

He would blush at even the slightest contact with her, but after drinking the drugged wine, he became 

bold and passionate as he expressed his feelings to her. Now, he has changed again. 

"Oh right! I get it now!" Alex nodded his head as if he realized something, "You are trying to tell me it is 

not right to use a phone such late in the night!" 

He put his phone back in his pocket. 

"Honestly, I'm exhausted so thank you for the reminder," He lay on the bed, "If you three don't mind, 

can you please continue your argument outside so that I can sleep?" 

ƥαṇdα- ηθνε|·ƈθm "Bastard!" Xavier aimed his sword at Alex. 

"Stop!" Valery raised her left ready to attack, previously she had been caught off guard and couldn't 

react but this time it will be different. 

Xavier gritted his teeth, but then his eyes turned wide as he noticed something dazzling in her raised 

hand. 

"A ring?!" His body trembled with anger. 

He has never noticed the diamond ring before so he was sure of what it meant. 

Valery was engaged with Alex! 

"Bitch! You became his slut in just a day?!" Xavier turned the sword towards her. 

"Your mom is a slut, your whole family is a slut," Valery was ready to attack him. 

She had enough of his conduct and didn't mind killing him to settle scores, even if it resulted in a 

punishment later on. 

"Stop it," Ludic stepped in between them, "And clear your minds otherwise we three would die at his 

hands." 

"What?!" Valery and Xavier looked at Ludic in shock. 

"Don't you get it? He was hiding his powers, he was playing with us!" He reminded them of the details 

they missed due to their shock and anger. 

"No way," Valery glanced at Alex and noticed a faint smile on his face. She suddenly felt a bad 

premonition bubbling in her heart. 

"You are immune to poison, right?" Ludic asked him. 

''Not bad, plus one to you,'' Alex responded before snapping his fingers. 

SNAP! 

Under everyone's dumfounded eyes, the scenery changed, breaking like glass and the next thing they 

knew, they were sitting around a bonfire where they previously ate. 



''Welcome back!'' Alex said with a beautiful smile, a harmless smile but the trio wasn't in the mood to 

enjoy this because at the moment terror filled their hearts. 
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''Welcome back!'' Alex said with a beautiful smile, a harmless smile but the trio wasn't in the mood to 

enjoy this because at the moment terror filled their hearts. 

Alex calmly waited for them to come back to their senses and a few minutes later they regained their 

senses with Valery asking. 

''Y-you knew?!" Her eyes were filled with disbelief, not believing what is happening. 

Ludic hasn't stated the details about the drugged wine or her role, but yet Alex mentioned them. She 

was now sure her earlier conjecture on the functioning of the drugs was completely wrong. 

Her heart thumped and she didn't fully react for a short period of time as an eerie feeling developed 

inside her. 

"Yes, I knew," Alex nodded in agreement, "I knew from the start." 

"As I already mentioned, I knew from the very start, so I didn't really bother listening to details of your 

plan." 

"Start?!" Ludic's pupils dilated to the size of a needle. 

The start would mean the time before they actually met! 



"The time before he saved me from the wolves!" Valery's forehead was drenched in a cold sweat. 

All the nerves in her body instantly tensed as soon as she came to this conclusion. 

''What is going on? Why are we back here?'' Ludic couldn't help but ask this question as his heart keep 

pounding against his chest, afraid of Alex's response because this would tell him their fate and how 

scary the enemy is. 

Alex chuckled before saying. 

''Don't you already have the answer?'' 

Ludic's body shuddered because Alex's casual answer just confirmed his worst fear, they have been put 

inside an illusion and nothing that happened after they ate was real. 

''!!!'' 

Valery's body shuddered and she felt from her seat and started trembling. She seemed to have 

understood like Ludic and looked at her hands while shaking, as expected there was nothing there, no 

ring, everything was an illusion. 

''You bastard what..'' Xavier was about to shout at Alex due to rage because the latter was glaring at him 

with expression eyes. 

His eyes seemed to have changed turning into their original silver and ice blue color and immediately 

after Xavier's body shuddered and he experienced many things. 

Firstly he appeared inside what appeared to be a ghost town. 

The once smooth network of roads that led to Tillydrone was barely discernible through the weeds and 

grasses that had reclaimed it. Dry grass, dying bushes, and withering flowers are all that's left of the 

once well-kept gardens.ραпdα `nᴏνɐ| сom 

Most doors were either completely gone or mere remnants of rotten wood and rusty metal. The open 

doorways looked eerie as only darkness showed within. Window panes hung perilously from their 

hinges and here and there drapes had been flung out by the wind. 

Tillydrone, once rich with life, hopes, dreams, and aspirations were now a forgotten remnant of a time 

long passed. Bird songs, animals rustling in the bushes and trees, and the various animal sounds from 

stray pets and other wild animals had taken the place of the sounds of a bustling community. 

Destroyed packages, remnants of forgotten letters, and unpaid bills littered the floor of the post office. 

The smell of animal droppings clung to the air as much as the droppings did to the floor, the animals 

loved the post office. 

You couldn't help but feel lost in this town now, even if you knew exactly where you were. It was a 

lonely place with only distant memories of what once was. But despite all the decay and destruction at 

least there was happiness among the animals. Most had found a relatively safe haven to live in. 

Suddenly, the scenery changed and Xavier was dragged somewhere else. 



A howl in the smoke, a whisper of wind, and suddenly he was met with a minuscule creation of blood 

and sickness. Five fierce eyes stare at him with a sickening contortion, and another howl resonates from 

its shrunken mouth with unimaginable force. 

Spiky tendrils adorn its gnarled head, which itself is adorned with fiery symbols. An intense heat escapes 

the creature's expansive nostrils set within an arched nose. 

Its gnarled head sits atop a broad, robust body. A constant shadowy veil dangles around its torso, but he 

didn't exactly want to take a closer look to inspect this further. 

The creature bolts toward him, its six legs awkwardly carrying its diabolical body with a composed 

energy. A long tail squirms behind it, its movements are playful, yet determined. 

Two incorporeal wings extend themselves fully. Fiery bones, and feathers of a bone stretch upward, 

perhaps it'll fly away soon. Still, the creature looks upon Xavier, and a horrible grimace appears on its 

face. 

Xavier's body couldn't move as he had never encountered something like this and terror took hold of his 

being, until the demon attacked. 

''!!!!'' 

His body was sent flying like a kite with its string broken, drawing a beautiful arc in the sky. 

Bursts of tearing pain pulsed through his head. Xavier's head felt heavy and he could feel dizziness 

starting to kick in. For a moment he thought about just giving in to the pain, letting it consume him 

completely as there seemed to be no way out. Ten seconds passed, then twenty, then thirty, and the 

pain never subsided. At least it wasn't getting worse, yet. 

He took a deep breath, then another, and then another. A state of calm returned to Xavier's mind for a 

moment. But after a few more moments of pure focus, he managed to block out the pain enough to 

make it nothing more than a minor annoyance. It'll last a while, but he'll manage, he believed. 

Back to reality, Xavier was shocked to see Valery and Ludic both have a dazed look in their eyes and he 

immediately understood that they have fallen under Alex's powerful illusion and must be experiencing 

hell as he did. 

Xavier's body was drenched with sweat and blood, he didn't dare to look at Alex in the eyes and 

gathered his power in order to escape but just as he was about to gather them, his power dispersed 

under Alex's command. 

''Stay still.'' He simply said and Xavier found out that he was unable to control his body, it was as if he 

was standing before a terrific beast, his body keep shuddering nonstop. 

''De... Demigod.'' Xavier managed to squeeze out those words. 

''The end.'' Alex simply muttered and summoned the black gun and fired a bullet. 

BANG! 



Time seemed to have stopped and before the bullet could even come closer, the sheer terror this black 

bullet brought made Xavier bleed from his seven orifices and he saw death opening its arms, beckoning 

him to come closer. 

''This is it. This is the end, isn't it? Blood keeps dripping to the floor beneath me, hundreds of drops like a 

crimson rain of death. Yes, this is it, this is the end. 

I'm down on my knees, soon I will probably be down on my back. I want to stand up, but I can't. My legs, 

won't move. My body, won't move. 

No, I cannot give up. Giving up means I lose, I will never give up. There must be a way out of this, there 

must be a way I can live. Surely there must be somebody around here, somebody who can help me. 

Save me. 

I'm so dizzy, everything is spinning around me. I feel like.. I think I might pass out. No, no I can't pass out. 

I'll lie down on the floor to save my energy. This'll do, for now. But everything is still spinning. No matter, 

somebody will find me soon and then everything will be alright. 

Oh god, I can see it now. This is my end. My body is broken beyond repair, I grow weaker by the minute 

and nobody is going to find me. It would be too late even if they did. I'm going to die. That's okay, I give 

up. 

It's getting cold, really cold. My body shivers, I can't help it. There's no way to warm up either, it's not 

like I can exercise. I don't think I've ever felt this cold. 

I'm sorry.'' 

The poor man was almost dead before the black bullet penetrated his head, extinguishing his soul 

forever, unable to reincarnate. It is why Nyx is called the Goddess of Death because once her ability 

killed you, you could never be able to reincarnate ever again. 

1255 Chapter 1255 

While Alex was having a bit of fun before heading to the final location, Luna in another location has just 

taken bath and was dressed in a see-through negligee, she sat on the bed for a moment before letting 

his body fall on the bed, letting her mind wander to the past, quickly many memories flashed through 

her head until stopping on one particular scene. 

••• 

Somewhere in California. In a certain house. 

From the outside, this house looks warm and cozy. It has been built with yellow pine wood and has blue 

stone decorations. Small, squared windows brighten up the house and have been added to the house in 

a mostly symmetric way. 

The house is equipped with a huge kitchen and one small bathroom, it also has a huge living room, five 

bedrooms, a cozy dining room, a bar, and a modest storage room. 

The building is rectangular shaped. The house is half surrounded by a garden path. 



The second floor is the same size as the first, but part of it hangs over the edge of the floor below, 

creating an overhang on one side and a balcony on the other. This floor follows the same style as the 

floor below. 

The roof is low and slanted to one side and is covered with grey wood shingles. There are no chimneys. 

Many smaller windows let in plenty of light to the rooms below the roof. 

The house itself is surrounded by grass, a huge tree in the center, and bushes on the borders of the plot. 

Currently, it was winter and two young children snuck out of this house going into the mountain in the 

distance. Those two were naturally younger versions of Alex and Luna. They were currently around ten 

years old. 

Snow continued falling like a beautiful silver curtain draped on the land, turning it into a timeless and 

unforgettable sight. The snow swayed in the air and fell before Alex. As the wind blew and whistled by, 

the white coating would be lifted from the ground and dance with the snowflakes falling from the sky. 

Some snow floated before Luna in the wind and passed by both of her earrings, falling on her neck, 

which was covered by her thick shirt, and melting. 

While listening to Luna's soft muttering in his ear, warmth grew in Alex's heart and traveled through his 

entire body. That warmth then turned into a special feeling. There was a pleasant word to describe it – 

happiness. 

It was a beautiful night, with beautiful snow, and there were two people immersed in happiness. 

Alex smiled. It was a faint smile filled with happiness and the innocence of a young boy. He stopped and 

looked at Luna. At that moment, the girl in the snow looked as if she had turned into a timeless picture, 

and the image was ingrained deeply in his memories — the image of the white snow, her white clothes, 

the girl who was as beautiful as the snow, and the words she was whispering. 

Luna was very pretty. Some ice fragments stuck to her trembling eyelashes. Alex continued looking at 

her and felt that everything had disappeared from the world. It was as if the only ones that existed were 

the two of them. 

After a long while, when Luna's cheeks slowly turned even redder due to Alex's gaze, he raised his right 

hand and took off the silver necklace hanging on his neck, and handed it to Luna. 

The silver necklace was completely white. It was crescent in shape, and there were two words carved on 

it. Those words were Alex's name. 

''This is something I like. I'll… give it to you." There was a smile on Alex's face, but he was feeling 

nervous. In his mind, handing over this thing as a gift held a special meaning.ραпdα `nᴏνɐ| сom 

Luna pursed her lips. Her face turned even redder, and her heart raced against her chest. The sounds of 

her heart pounding made everything disappear from her eyes, leaving only Alex. 

After a long while, she gently lifted her hand and took the silver necklace. The moment she touched it, 

her fingers shook. She held it lightly in her hand. 



Meanwhile, the young boy was nervous. When he saw that she was only looking at the silver and had no 

intention to do anything else after a while, he scratched his head, causing some of the snow on his hair 

to fall. 

She cast a glance at Alex. When she saw his silly act, she covered her mouth and smiled. There was a 

mischievous look in her eyes and an indescribable warmth that could make others melt. 

"Lû, aren't you forgetting something?" The moment Luna laughed at him, Su Alex's face also turned red. 

"What is it?" She was still smiling. Her smile was really beautiful and surrounded by the snow in the 

snowstorm, it created an unforgettable sight. 

Alex's face turned even redder, but very soon, he gritted his teeth and took a deep breath, and looked at 

her. He spoke seriously, "Luna, I just offered you something, it's normal to..'' 

''I know, so you want something in exchange?" Luna blinked innocently. 

ƥαṇdα-ηθνε|·ƈθm "Of course it does. That earring of yours is really beautiful, let me have a look at one 

of them." Alex looked around and quickly changed the topic. 

The mirth in Luna's eyes became even stronger, and with it, her slyness grew as well. She lifted her hand 

and touched the white earrings earring on her left ear while looking at Alex. 

"My mom gives this to me so I won't give it to you." She laughed when she saw Alex's widened eyes. 

When he seemed to be about ready to snatch it, she immediately ran backward. Her laughter traveled 

into the distance like silver bells. 

Nonetheless, even if she said that she still held onto the silver necklace Alex gave her in her hand like a 

piece of treasure. 

He glared, vexed, and immediately gave chase. The both of them laughed happily in the snow. She did 

not give him the white earring in the end, but he didn't mind because he could see gentleness inside her 

eyes every time she glanced at him and this was more than enough. 

Finally tired, Luna sat down in the snow. She looked at the snow falling from the sky and asked lightly, 

"Alexander, what will we become in a few years..? Are we still going to be as carefree as we are now? 

Will we still be together?'' 

Alex placed both of his hands behind his head and laid down beside Luna. The snow was very soft. He 

too looked at the snow falling from the sky while listening to her words. 

''Are you still angry?" She turned her head and looked at Alex with a smile as her beautiful eyes flashed 

brilliantly. 

"Don't be mad.'' 

1256 Chapter 1256 

Finally tired, Luna sat down in the snow. She looked at the snow falling from the sky and asked lightly, 

"Alexander, what will we become in ten years..? Are we still going to be as carefree as we are now? Will 

we still be together?'' 



Alex placed both of his hands behind his head and laid down beside Luna. The snow was very soft. He 

too looked at the snow falling from the sky while listening to her words. 

''Are you still angry?" She turned her head and looked at Alex with a smile as her beautiful eyes flashed 

brilliantly. 

"Don't be mad.'' Luna softly murmured and waited for Alex's answer, afraid that he was unhappy with 

her decision to not hand over one of her white earrings. 

''I'm not mad." Alex let out a harrumph, but when he saw Luna looking at him, a smile appeared on his 

face. 

"Let's see in ten years later, we'll still be as carefree as we are now… And by that time, I'll be richer than 

my parents, I'll become a billionaire!" There was an expectant look in Alex's eyes, a certain amount of 

confidence was oozing from him as he said those words. 

"You know that I love fiddling with things, I have learned how to code recently, and while I'm still only at 

the beginning level, I'm having fun and the first for any genius before achieving greatness it's to have fun 

while doing what you are doing, so I firmly believe that in a few years, I'll achieve greatness and become 

rich.'' Alex laughed. 

As she listened to Alex's words, a look of anticipation appeared in the young Luna's eyes. There was a 

happy smile on her face, and she continued talking with Alex on a snowy night as if they would never 

finish talking to each other. 

Good times were always over too quickly. Although time, in reality, was passing by slowly, and there was 

still some time before daylight, all moments had to end eventually. Luna had to return to her house. 

Both of them went back to the house. 

"I'll send you back." Alex squatted down and gestured for Luna to get on his back. 

There was a happy smile on Luna's face. She laid on his back once again obediently and felt Alex's 

heartbeat. The constant rhythm of it made her cheeks redden. 

"It's so stupid…" She whispered in a soft voice, lying on Alex's back while he ran. 

Alex continued running through the snowstorm with Luna on his back. Alex stopped right outside of her 

house, and Luna climbed down from his back with a hint of reluctance. 

She looked at Alex, at the boy before her eyes. His face seemed to have matured under the snow, 

almost seems as if he had turned unfamiliar, but she would never forget his eyes. 

Unaware of this Alex also looked at Luna. They gazed into each other's eyes as they stood on the snowy 

street. 

"Come now, don't be angry anymore." Luna raised her hand, and just like the last time they parted, she 

arranged Alex's clothes and patted away some of the snow off his person. There was a gentle smile on 

her face. 

"Those white earrings of yours are really pretty." Alex laughed. 



When she saw Alex behaving that way, Luna laughed, too. As she continued laughing, she looked deeply 

at him. The bashful look became even more distinct on her delicate face, and she lowered her head 

gently. 

''I'll give you one but in the future.''ραпdα `nᴏνɐ| сom 

Luna said after gathering all her courage. Her voice was weak, but Alex still heard every word she said. 

Happiness appeared in his eyes, and he gave a huge nod without moving his eyes away from Luna. 

"That's a promise…" She smiled shyly, gazing into Alex's eyes. 

"That's a promise,'' Alex mumbled in a daze. 

The snow was still falling from the sky as if it was serving as a witness for the two people standing there. 

"I'll wait for you in the future to marry me day… I'll give you my most precious thing that day along with 

these white earrings," Luna whispered, touching the white earring, and her ears also turned red. 

"I'll keep my promise.!" Alex smiled happily. Incredibly happily. 

ƥαṇdα- ηθνε|·ƈθm Luna bit her lip. The bashful look was still on her face when she turned around and 

walked back towards their house. When she pushed open the door to the courtyard and walked in, she 

turned back and looked at him for a moment before disappearing into her house. 

Alex stood where he was with happiness filling his entire heart. He also grew expectant towards the 

promise he made to her about the future. 

"Marriage, huh!…" Alex smiled with happiness. He turned around and ran into the snowstorm, back 

towards where his house was located. 

The snowflakes also seemed to know about Alex's joy and danced around him. The snow from the 

ground was also lifted by the wind and seemed to have become a part of the space between the sky and 

the earth. 

He ran quickly. The bliss he felt in his heart had turned into a warmth that surrounded his whole body. It 

made him forget all his troubles and worries. 

The moment he got back, Alex reverted to his original look. He looked at his house located not too far 

into the distance of the snowy night and took a deep breath. He walked towards the lodgings cheerfully. 

It was quiet inside. It may have been night, but due to the snow falling from the sky, the night was 

glowing with a silvery night coupled with the neon lights, hence it was not completely dark. 

Meanwhile, Luna immediately went to her room after successfully sneaking in and that night she 

couldn't sleep soon as she kept rolling on the bed with her face all red like tomatoes, she couldn't 

believe that she would be so daring to utter those words. To make that kind of promise, she didn't 

regret making them because after all it was her deepest desire and she would achieve it one day w no 

matter how long it would take, she firmly believed that. 

°°° 



Back to the real world, Luna woke up and smiled, caressing a certain white earring she recreated in this 

world she mumbled. 

''Soon, I'll achieve my childhood dream to marry you, Alexander.'' 

The snow and the promise of that year she would achieve it, she was one step closer after all. She loved 

him and waited for him for two lifetimes, after all, she deserves it. 

1257 Chapter 1257 

The city of Amberhill was built amidst the ivory fields of snow and is truly a technological display of 

wonder. Its charm is matched by the backdrop of monumental waterfalls which have helped shape the 

city into what it is today. 

The climate these waterfalls brought were of great importance, but they were also influential when it 

came to architectural designs as the vast majority of buildings mimic the falling waters of those 

waterfalls, sometimes by having their man-made waterfalls. 

The skyline is scattered with impressive buildings and more seem to be on their way. Daily life isn't too 

stressful in Amberhill and it has attracted a lot of attention. Many new cultures have left their mark not 

just on the city's history, but also on the city's identity. 

It's this multicultural identity that has truly left its mark. Hundreds of bistros, sandwich bars, and take-

outs offer a plethora of culinary choices, and those who feel hungry for something else can enjoy 

arcades, sightseeing, sports activities, or one of the many other recreational venues. 

Alice stopped in this city on her way back from accomplishing a mission she had been given, as for why 

this particular city, it was simply because her master have once told her that this city is one of the cities 

he likes in the Drexia Empire. So, now that she got the chance she decided to stop by on her way back. 

Alice rented a room in one of the luxurious inns and went to sleep, the same inn Alex used when he 

came to this city in the past. 

ƥαṇdαηθνε| That night, Alice had a dream, no calling it the manifestation of her deepest desire should 

be more accurate. 

She was watching her body inside a lake while waiting for her master who had disappeared for a long 

time, her longing was making Alice inside the dream sigh continuously until a miracle happened. Alex 

who should have been somewhere else appeared before she and time seemed to have stopped at that 

moment. 

When their gazes met, the two beholders had different looks. 

Her crimson eyes were flashing with joy, longing, and other positive emotional ripples. She couldn't hide 

her happiness. 

Meanwhile, the owner of the heterochromia eyes was stunned. 

She lost her ponytail and her long hair cascaded down her back. Her skin's tinged in an attractive pink 

lush, maybe she's shy. The color went well with her white back. 



Her crimson eyes finished her pink and white palette superbly. 

Her porcelain white skin is particularly noteworthy. 

Whether it be her exposed shoulders, her bombshell body hidden under the water or her marshmallow 

jugs, Alex in the dream couldn't pull his gaze away from her. 

This isn't the first time he got a close look at her jade body. Heck, he already dipped his banana in her 

fruit salad more than once. He seemed to be very familiar with every nook and cranny of her body. Still, 

his heart's racing out of control. A burning flame rose within his heart. 

"Master…" 

Alice was still enraptured by Alex's figure. Her expression mellowed out when she saw her master. 

She wanted to say a lot of things but her words got pressured by her intense emotions into a single 

diamond-like sentence. 

"Welcome back…" 

The Alex inside the dream flinched before he greeted her too. He gave her a warm smile after 

condensing his thoughts too. 

"I'm back, Alice…" 

"Master…" 

Alice wasn't good at smiling. She's still very happy that Alex was back. She wanted to jump out of the 

water and tag behind him like she usually did. 

Wherever he went, she would follow. 

Obviously, she knew about her current position in the water but she forgot she was not wearing 

anything. 

Splash 

Alice revealed her upper torso and Alex's eyes almost bulged out of their sockets. He yelled at her. 

"Wait! Alice!" 

He held onto his nose and he tried to stop her from reaching the lakeshore. 

Alex wasn't a gentleman, he's not a saint too. He's just worried Alice's action might cause him to 

immediately ground and pound her. 

She won't turn Alex's love-filled ground and pound. However, if they reached that part, he's afraid he 

might forget his original purpose of coming here. 

Firstly, he wanted to see her because he's been away from her for about seven months. Second, there 

are things he wanted to talk to her about privately. 

Now, it's going to be a mystery to all but Alex why he chose this time to come see her. 



He averted his eyes away from Alice's beautiful figure. He bitterly chuckled. 

"Don't come on shore yet, you still aren't clothed…" 

It was at that moment, Alice finally noticed her state, she blushed and her eyes were wavering with 

shame. 

This was the emotional side she only showed her master Alex. 

She buried herself back into the lake and she furtively glanced at him. He didn't go away so she sighed in 

relief. She felt slightly disappointed although she was not sure why. 

He shook his head. Then, he turned towards Alice while scratching his cheek. 

"I am sorry, Alice…" 

She flinched. 

He shrugged and he chortled. 

"I am sorry for making you worried every time I head out, Alice…" 

She understood why he apologized to her. She lowered her head and she shook her head. She wanted 

to say something but she was not sure what to say. 

Expressing herself is her weakness. 

He read her mind and he giggled. 

"Well, Alice, just take the apology."ραпdα `nᴏνɐ| сom 

Alice felt uneasy, she asked him. 

"Is that an order?" 

"What the… order?…" 

The Alex inside the dream could only bitterly laugh. 

"I never ordered you to do anything. Just follow your heart and do what you want." 

"My heart…" 

Alice tilted her head. She seemed very puzzled by this unfamiliar term. 

"Will master be happy if I do that?" 

Alex froze up for a second because he hadn't anticipated this question but he quickly regained his cool 

and he sighed. 

"Alice, I want to make you happy. Don't go out of your way to make me happy, okay?" 

Alice thought about it and she said something that shook Alex in the dream down to his core. 

"I… don't understand. But, if master's happy then Alice is happy…" 



Her logic was like that of a child, simple and from the heart. Alex could feel her feelings for him and he 

was almost moved to tears. 

He inhaled deeply and exhaled to calm himself down. He showered her in affection and love after taking 

another look at her beautiful eyes. 

"I guess I am the same too!" 

Alex beamed at Alice. 

"As long as you are' happy then I'm happy too!" 

"Now, Alice, tell me, what is it going to take to give you joy right now?" 

"Joy…" 

She pressed her hand against her chest. It's like she's trying to stop her heart from jumping out of place. 

Going by Alex's teaching, she searched her memories for those that were tagged with happiness. After 

arriving at her conclusion, she voiced her earnest thoughts out loud. 

"I… want to keep the following master…" 

At that moment Alice's eyes lit up. The windows of her soul lit up brighter than the moon and the stars 

hanging over them. 

"Following master makes me happy…" 

"Seriously, you…" 

Alex was left speechless by this declaration. 

He wasn't sure if she was doing this on purpose. Her every word touched Alex's heart. He had to keep 

himself under control or his heart might just skip a bit. 

But, he knows one thing: He is going to treat her right or the Gods won't forgive him. 

He firmed himself up and he smiled at her again. 

''Alice!" 

Alex waved at her. 

"Come here…" 

"Master…" 

Alice became coy for a moment. She's embarrassed but she did as Alex said. 

She slowly walked out from the lake. 

In Alex's vision, everything else disappeared. The lake, the grass, the mountains, the sky, and even the 

ground. He can only see this beautiful lady who tried to hide her bountiful jugs and secret garden with 

her arms. 



He wrapped his arms around her slender and smooth waist. He warmly but firmly took her into his 

embrace. Then, he straddled her on himself. 

"I am never going to leave your side again…" 

Then, Alice felt Alex's member plunging into her cave, claiming what she had protected for many years. 

And soon moans echoed into the sky as the two finally united. 

The dream abruptly stopped there and Alice woke up in the real world, she did not leave her bed but 

started touching herself, her eyes burning with desire. 

''Master.... Master.... Master...!!'' 

She kept calling master again and again as she continued touching herself all over, going to her sacred 

garden until her body suddenly shuddered as if something had been broken, she soon found her 

underwear to be wet and her fingers drenched in an unknown liquid. 

Bringing her tainted fingers into her mouth she licked them, tasting the bitter taste coming from them, 

her desire at the moment seemed to have increased and with somewhat absentminded eyes she 

mumbled. 

''Master, I miss you, come back soon.'' 

Alice filled with desire and longing had just masturbated unknowingly. 

1258 Chapter 1258 

Far away, in the deep region of a certain forest. 

The forest was humble, gloomy, and prospering. Its canopy was overshadowed by sycamore, crab apple, 

and hickory, their leaves and branches allowed for just enough light to pass down for colorful 

mushrooms to monopolize the moist and fertile bottom layer below. 

Thick tree limbs waved from many trees, and a medley of flowers, which grew all over the place, 

brightened up the otherwise monotone terrain. 

A hodgepodge of animal noises, belonging mostly to bird songs, resonated through the air, and almost 

completely muffled the splashing of fish in a nearby lake. 

In a ravine with a complex design. 

The ravine was only wide enough for a human or a similarly sized demon beast to traverse. The cliffs 

were at least dozens of meters tall and had vines growing all over them. This place has been devoid of 

life for a long time now. 

There's a gentle stream flowing into the deepest recess of the ravine. The stream fed into a lake. There's 

also a waterfall feeding into the lake. 

This ravine has complex geography. If someone planted fruits here then this place can become a home 

to a settlement of a relatively small size given its isolation and water source. 



This deep ravine was very isolated and this made it a very good place to set up a camp. There are no 

fruits or edible plants here so it's not good to stay here in the long term. But, this place had potential. 

Alas, this ravine was already claimed. 

On a stone outcrop outside the waterfall, a person was sitting here with crossed legs. 

He wore tattered clothes. His expression was sickly pale, it's not hard to see that he has been badly hurt 

and he was still suffering from that weakness. 

His right side had been decimated. He lost an arm and a leg. He only had most of his torso, an arm, a 

head, and a leg to hold himself together. Anyone crippled to this stage would surely consider suicide. 

This man is someone Lilith beat within an inch of his life. A former member demon who escaped and 

Lilith had been chasing. 

The man was still in a bad shape. 

He gnawed on the bloody meat he was holding with his only hand. 

He didn't cook or season the meat, it's completely raw. The meat had a resemblance to a human's 

ripped-out chest. 

That meat was harvested from a human! 

A closer inspection would reveal bones piled up around the Beast King's stone bed. 

Human bones remain of the humans who fell to savage predation. 

Fortunately, it seems the victim count is low. 

The man could only restrain himself to one or two unlucky humans a day. If he did that then he can hide 

his actions. This Forest is the home of monsters and animals, humans could hunt here but they should 

always be ready to get hunted when the table turns on them. The man could hide his casualties as 

victims of other monsters. 

The man continued absorbing the essence from the meat in his hand to heal his injuries. He was 

severely injured but as a powerful Demigod, he had incredible vitality and endurance. 

As for whether or not he could restore his arm and leg. That was another case altogether. 

Other than daily hunts, the man also searched the forest for treasures that might restore his lost limbs. 

This was also the reason why he endured the ongoing manhunt while keeping a low profile. His pride 

would have driven him mad otherwise. 

"Hmm?" 

The man stopped his movements. He looked at the ravine passageway with a frown. 

A few figures are drawing closer, judging from the shapes, the incoming intruders should be monsters. 

The man was visibly angry. 



He already sent out an aura only powerful monsters could detect earlier. He told them to stay away 

from this place. It seems they ignored his command and encroached upon his domicile. 

The was outraged. 

How dare they ignore his order. 

Monsters are not meek animals. They abide by the rule of the jungle. The man treats them like his 

soldiers. Anyone who steps out of their line will be cut down. 

He was about to move when he sensed something wrong with the monsters. 

They were covered in black scales. They had disgusting tentacles for limbs and a large eye with many 

irises in it. 

Are these things still considered monsters?! 

The man became confused by what he was seeing. 

"Why don't I know about these species? A new species? No, even a new species can't ignore my aura…" 

"Something smells fishy here!" 

The man waved his arm toward the twitching monsters.ραпdα `nᴏνɐ| сom 

Multiple Earth spikes pierced the bizarre monsters from below, skewering them from multiple angles. 

The monsters didn't even see the visage of their killer before they drew their last breath. Their heads 

slumped to the side. 

The man thought this was the end when black lights flew into the sky after the monsters died. 

He manifested an earth claw to grab the black lights. 

Then, something shocking happened. 

The black lights seeped into his body through his skin. His invaded arm emitted a dark luster and a patch 

of black scales grew on his arm. 

"This…" 

The man's expression turned stern. 

"I don't know what the hell you guys are but if you're thinking about rampaging in my body…" 

The man closed his eyes and he started channeling his magic power. 

After a long time, the sky darkened and the man opened his eyes which gleamed with a dark light. 

"I see…" 

The man started grinning with hatred, viciousness, and pure evil. His tyrannical aura got replaced with a 

demonic aura. His smile widened and he started laughing out loud. 

"Hahaha! Good! This is great! What a great discovery.'' 



The man floated up and he started flying towards a certain direction of the forest. 

In the deepest part of the Forest, a certain tall cliff. 

The man arrived to see a scene straight out of hell. 

Dark mist engulfed the cliff, black lights are flying around the cliff like wriggling worms inside a can. It 

was a frightening sight to behold. 

A few monsters came after seeing this weird scene and the dark lights immediately transformed the 

monsters into grotesque beings. 

The man stood there as a dark light flashed in his eyes. He flew into the dark mass. 

The black lights shot into the man's body like they were about to have a buffet. The man didn't stop the 

dark lights. He landed on top of the cliff to see the platform oozing dark mist. He smashed the platform 

apart. 

That revealed a dark hole filled with dark mist and chaotic lights. 

The man started chuckling. 

"Lilith… Althea, Alex… humans… Demons...'' 

"I will endure this for now, when I come out…" 

The man then charged into the hole. 

The black lights covering the cliff slowly decreased over time as they receded into the dark hole. 

ƥαṇdαηθνε| ••••• 

Five hundred kilometers northwest existed a town. 

The once jam-packed roads that led to Ship's Haven were still somewhat discernible despite the many 

cracks and holes given to it by the elements. The crisp and clean-looking town now looked more like a 

jungle as trees and gardens grew beyond their now unkempt boundaries. 

Many doorways still stood tall and in some cases, it was one of the few things left of a home. But most 

doors were completely gone and only remnants of rotten wood were left behind. Many walls and 

balconies had collapsed. Without proper maintenance and cleaning it was easy for rot and water to do 

their damage. 

Ship's Haven once home to thousands of families and counting had all but faded away from history. The 

creaking of wood and grinding of metal on metal was the only sounds in this town now. They were 

disturbing noises in a disturbing environment. 

Noble men and women were once called upon from the fire station, ready to save whoever needed 

saving. Unfortunately, this town couldn't be saved. Funnily enough, it was mostly cats that had made 

this station their home. 

Despite the many animals that inhabit this town it was still a very unsettling sight to behold. Nature had 

taken its toll on the vast majority of the town. But there was an awful feeling of hopelessness you 



couldn't escape from. Even if those who lived here returned too much had been lost already and it'd 

never be the same again. 

In this ghost town, a beauty appeared, naturally it was none other than Lilith, the current empress of the 

reunited demon continent. She left her empire incognito, disguising herself as one of her personas, she 

was planning to slowly enjoy her adventure while chasing after the fugitive but was stopped by Alex 

coincidentally, a lot of things happened, the world is slowly changing so she decided to quickly take care 

of this. 

She pursued a trace into this city, Lilith frowned while using her senses to scan the city when suddenly 

she got a bad feeling, an ominous premonition, and looked in a certain direction, it was the direction the 

man who jumped into the abyss was. 

''I shall go.'' She decided before disappearing. 

At the same time in another location, someone in a lab coat wearing goggles giggled. 

''Huhuhu! Finally, someone discovered that place. Please don't disappoint me, stranger.'' The man in the 

lab coat said as a mad glint flashed through his eyes. 

Chapter 1259 SS: An Outsider's Way In 1 

This event happened when Incursio met Maria and the others and they decided to travel together. 

Alex who went out came back with Incursio. The moment they arrived in the house, Incursio suddenly 

emitted a weird cry startling Alex, this could be said to be their first proper meeting and normally she 

should have behaved in a way befitting someone that wants to be accepted, and acknowledged by the 

others, who mostly were once her enemy. 

However, here she's behaving so weirdly. Incursio's scream forced the girls to show up. 

Maria and the others came out running. 

"Lex! What's the matter? I heard a scream..." 

When Luna dashed over when she saw the scene of Incursio blushing, curled up in a corner as if she got 

molested. They all stopped at once. Their expressions of panic turned into dark looks. 

"Ara ara..." 

Sakuya donned a shocked look, her amused eyes, however, told a different story. 

"Are we not enough to satiate hubby-sama's voracious appetite? Is that why hubby-sama caught a girl to 

bring home? How shocking, this is so surprising..." 

Maria also grinned at Alex. However, her eyes were brimming with hostility. 

"I didn't think an errand meant bringing a girl home. You even brought her here in such a manner, Alex, 

is this your kink?" Saeko mumbled disappointedly. 

"As expected of my big brother!" 

Gracier had a disturbing smile on her face despite praising her brother. 



"Hey..." 

Artemia and Luna donned radiant smiles. 

"Do you want to explain yourself?" 

The girls leered at Alex like they are deciding where to cut first. Alex who was frozen by Incursio's 

behavior finally came back to his sense and started defending himself. 

"Wait wait wait! This is a misunderstanding! A misunderstanding!" 

The ladies gave him the chance to explain. They had different looks. Artemia and Sakuya were grinning 

but he knows they are going to come after him either directly or indirectly with their tricks and ploys. 

The two scheming ladies are not above kicking someone when they are down. 

Alex bitterly laughed. 

"Oh my gosh!!!" 

Incursio shrieked before the others could react. 

She turned into a blur with inhuman speed and she grabbed Saeko's hand. 

"Hey sister, what's your name?!" 

The others were speechless. 

Alex & co were stunned by Incursio who turned into a fangirl while holding Saeko's hand. 

Saeko was also not sure how to respond. She wasn't sure what happened, she was still trying to 

determine what led to this. Her beautiful face was filled with confusion. She looked at Incursio who is 

holding her hands, quietly asking her what was wrong with her a puzzled look. 

Incursio squealed like she just got electrocuted by something. Even if her expression was normal, 

everybody can tell she just leaked out a moan. 

Also, there's a suspicious line of liquid dribbling down where her chin should be. 

Saliva?! 

"H-hey, sister..." 

Incursio lost her cold lady decorum, turning herself into a depraved being while giggling like a pervert. 

"What's your name? Can you please tell me?" 

Saeko was still shocked but she answered her anyway. 

"Saeko!'' 

"You're Saeko?! Is that right?!" 

Her eyes were brightly lit and even Saeko's cool attitude couldn't handle her passion. 

"That's a beautiful name. You're as beautiful as your name..." 



Incursio stuck closer to Incursio, her mind in a disarray of weird thoughts. She also didn't realize she was 

salivating, she also got dangerously close to Ikaros' face. 

A second stream of saliva rolled down her mouth. 

''Alex please help me.'' 

Being close to a potential molester like Incursio, Saeko instinctively asked for help from Alex. 

Meanwhile, Alex already turned into a statue from the developments here. 

Incursio was behaving like a lesbian and Alex was not sure if this is the real her or if she was just 

pretending which added more to his confusion. 

〖This girl is a genius.〗Silveria's voice suddenly rang out inside Alex's head, startling him but didn't 

have the time to ponder on her sentence because of Incursio's following action. 

She rubbed her cheek against Saeko's much to the victim's silent horror. The other girls also 

subconsciously backed away, 

"Hey..." 

Maria threw a sharp leer in Alex's direction. 

"What's the deal with that woman?!" 

"Ahaha...." 

He awkwardly laughed. 

"It's exactly as you can see here, I didn't touch her..." 

"I don't care about that!" 

Maria said. She glanced at Incursio who is still rubbing up against Saeko and she raised her pitch. 

"Don't you feel like you should be helping Saeko?!" 

The other girls also shifted the responsibility to Alex, making him the bad cop in this situation. 

"If I can control that brat it would be great !" 

Alex thought of something and he looked at Maria. 

"Maria, you're up!" 

"Why me?!" 

She protested. 

"Because I'm certain that you can deal with this and this will be like gaining experience dealing with this 

kind of situation!"ραпdα `nᴏνɐ| сom 

"Nuh-uh! I don't need that kind of experience!" 

"Aiya, no need to be modest here. You should be happy you can help Saeko..." 



"Y-you have a point but I honestly do not want to get anywhere near that girl!" 

"You're the only one who can save her, your sacri- just go pull her away and Saeko will be free!" 

"Hold on, you were about to say sacrifice, right? Tell me I am right!" Maria glared at Artemia who said 

those words. 

"... In any case, it's your time to shine!" 

"Why am I the one who has to bite this bullet?! Also, what's with that suspicious pause at the start of 

your reply?!" 

Saeko was still in the hot soup while Maria started bickering with Alex. It felt like they might just start 

pounding each other after a hot passionate fight. The other girls looked at Saeko who was troubled by 

Incursio's poor distancing etiquette. The ladies weren't sure what to do. 

The kindest and bravest lady among them stepped forward. Luna sighed and stepped forward. 

"Hey, you! You oughta..." 

Luna used her meanest look while approaching Incursio with arms akimbo. 

"Saeko is very troubled, can you stop that please?!" 

Incursio turned around with displeasure, she stopped fondling Saeko. 

When she felt the overwhelming pressure coming from Luna, her displeasure disappeared and she 

became enraptured once more. 

Luna immediately got a bad feeling. 

Indeed, she's right on the mark. 

"So cool... So handsome... she's great..." 

Saeko clasped her hands together and she approached Luna with starry eyes. 

"Hey sister, may I have your name?" 

She saw Incursio's ghoulish eyes and Luna lost her composure. She slowly stepped back while sweating. 

"I-I am Luna and you should have known..." 

"Big sister Luna!" 

Luna immediately backed away while incurs got closer. Her eyes wavered between discretion and 

passion. Finally, her eyes were filled with desire. 

"N-no..." 

She jumped towards Luna after losing control. 

ƥαṇdα- ηθνε|·ƈθm "I can't stop herself anymore!" 

"Eh!" 



Luna couldn't react in time and Incursio successfully pounced on her. 

"Uuu..." 

Incursio started sniffing Luna while straddling her. 

"No... this fragrance... Incursio is digging in!" 

"Wh-what are you doing?!" 

Luna didn't take kindly to a lady as she straddled her, she blushed like mad. 

"Nn~" 

She wanted to protest when she suddenly mewled when Incursio did something to her. 

She playfully bit her ear. 

"N-no... Ugh~" 

"Uuu... this is awesome... Here... Here and here..." 

"Wait, what are you doing?" 

"Uuu..." 

"Uhihi..." 

"Nooo~ Not there... Don't..." 

Incursio's passionate sigh and Luna's moan echoed as a pink aura enveloped the area. The others were 

stunned in place, including Kuina who was initially watching the show... 

The girls gulped as cold sweat flowed down the sides of their heads while Luna got fondled by Incursio. 

Maria was the one in the worst grip of fear. Her back was wet with sweat. 

"Luckily I didn't go there..." 

The others exchanged a tacit glance and they backed away, maintaining a safe distance. Then, the 

comrades packed up and high-heeled out of there... 

They ran... 

"..." 

Alex watched as his harem ran away while a lesbian show was going on in front of him. He thought for a 

short while and he decided to find a seat. 

He sat down. 

This is a nice event, why not enjoy yourself? 

Meanwhile, Incursio continued with her debauchery act much to Luna's disagreement. 

''Fufufu…" 



Incursio was giggling like she went bonkers. Being around her will make goosebumps appear on your 

skin. 

She was currently lying on the floor in the meeting hall with her mouth agape. Her laughter was like that 

of a kid who got away with stealing candies. Her flushed look was especially eye-catching. Her distant 

eyes also meant she was thinking about something else. 

Meanwhile, Luna sat in another corner with her bangs covering her face. The sad aura around her gave 

everyone an indication of her current mood. 

Alex and the other girls looked at Incursio who was shackled with a black power-absorbing ring. She's 

still laughing though, the other girls weren't sure how to deal with her. They could only smile bitterly 

and their initial apprehension about this white-haired beauty disappeared. 

Suddenly, Alex had an epiphany and he seemed to have understood something. 

'The outsider's way in.' He thought and could understand Incursio's actions. 

Chapter 1260 SS: An Outsider's Way In 2 

The girls gulped as cold sweat flowed down the sides of their heads while Luna got fondled by Incursio. 

Maria was the one in the worst grip of fear. Her back was wet with sweat. 

"Luckily I didn't go there..." 

The others exchanged a tacit glance and they backed away, maintaining a safe distance. Then, the 

comrades packed up and high-heeled out of there... 

They ran... 

"..." 

Alex watched as his harem ran away while a lesbian show was going on in front of him. He thought for a 

short while and he decided to find a seat. 

He sat down. 

This is a nice event, why not enjoy yourself? 

Meanwhile, Incursio continued with her debauchery act much to Luna's disagreement. 

''Fufufu…" 

Incursio was giggling like she went bonkers. Being around her will make goosebumps appear on your 

skin. 

She was currently lying on the floor in the meeting hall with her mouth agape. Her laughter was like that 

of a kid who got away with stealing candies. Her flushed look was especially eye-catching. Her distant 

eyes also meant she was thinking about something else. 

Meanwhile, Luna sat in another corner with her bangs covering her face. The sad aura around her gave 

everyone an indication of her current mood. 



Alex and the other girls looked at Incursio who was shackled with a black power-absorbing ring. She's 

still laughing though, the other girls weren't sure how to deal with her. They could only smile bitterly 

and their initial apprehension about this white-haired beauty disappeared. 

Suddenly, Alex had an epiphany and he seemed to have understood something. 

'The outsider's way in.' He thought and could understand Incursio's actions. He finally understood why 

Silveria said those words and chuckled because the girls seemed unaware of Incursio's ploy. 

Meanwhile, the girls didn't know how to console Luna who was depressed. 

Suddenly, Maria whispered to Alex who stood next to her. 

"Don't let this continue, do something about it!" 

"Oh, now you want me to come up with a solution?" He chuckled with his arms akimbo. 

"Why didn't you girls help her? I am sure Luna would not have gone through that if you girls stepped 

up…" 

"Ara, Alex-kun you shouldn't talk like that.'' 

Sakuya pursed her lips, she stood by Alex's side and started talking in a suspicious tone. 

"I remember a certain someone enjoying the show…" 

Upon hearing this Alex's expression froze for a second, but he recovered, he had a thick face. 

"I wasn't the one who abandoned Luna and ran away… You girls ran away…" 

"Only a pathetic man will find excuses for his shortcomings…" 

Sakuya continued. 

"She is your fiancee, don't you feel like you should be the one who cheers her up?" 

"I want to!" 

Alex pursed his lips. 

"I am afraid Luna will vent her anger on me. Don't say she won't do it, we all know she can…" 

Maria and Artemia weren't sure what to say, Sakuya chimed in. 

"Ara ara, you're the one who brought the girl who swung that way, are you trying to shirk your 

responsibilities?" 

"Say no more…" 

Alex waved his hand. 

"I already regret doing so." 

"Really?!" Sakuya read his mind. She rolled her eyes at him.ραпdα `nᴏνɐ| сom 



"Why do I feel like you're secretly happy?" 

Feeling uncomfortable under her stare Alex paused. 

And Sakuya didn't miss this detail so she snuck in for a verbal punch. 

"So degenerate," Maria added. 

"Hey hey!" 

Alex started sweating. 

"Don't make this out like it's all my fault, okay?" 

The other girls shut him down. 

"IT IS YOUR FAULT!" 

"Look…" 

ƥαṇdα-ηθνε|·ƈθm Luna looked at everyone with her expressionless face. 

"Can you guys keep it down? I would like some silence…" 

They all shut their traps. 

"Hmm?" 

As it looked like the tent would revert to silence, a sweet but confused voice echoed in the tent. 

"I come back and I see a weird and shocking scene, did I miss out on something?" 

Dressed in a medieval dress. Her noble dress flows from top to bottom and has a jewel neckline, which 

lightly reveals the relatively simple dress worn below it. 

The velvety, buttoned-up fabric of her dress covers her stomach where the continuous flow is broken up 

by a small leather belt worn quite high around her waist. 

Below the leather belt, the dress opens up wide and reveals the dress below. The front of the top dress 

is longer than the bottom dress and curves outwards, and the back continues to flow a long length 

behind her and ends in a narrow rectangle. 

Her sleeves are purposely too long and quite wide, their flow is broken up well below the elbow where 

they're divided by light, delicate bands, these are the same fabric and color used to outline the neckline 

of the dress. 

Kuina dressed in her noble dress was equipped with a parasol, currently, she could only be described as 

an enchantress. Most of those present eyes lit up while some sighed and looked in another direction. 

Saeko and Gracier were happy to see Kuina, while Sakuya just smiled, it was Maria and Artemia who 

looked elsewhere, each having a different thought running through their heads. 

"Kuina! You're back?!" 

"Yeah, I am back…" 



Kuina giggled as she swept past everyone. 

"More than that, can anyone fill me in on the current situation? Also, who is that girl over there that 

looks like Alice?" 

"Erm…" 

Alex and the other girls started laughing awkwardly. 

"Kuina, you're just in time!" 

Alex diverted the question and pointed his lips at Luna who is still sulking in the corner. 

"We are still troubled by this situation, help us console her!" 

"Console her?" 

Kuina glanced at her and she advised Alex. 

"I don't know what transpired but I caution against talking to her right now unless you want to die…" 

As expected of the fox maiden, she could read the mood despite little to no information provided to her. 

"Wow!!" 

Suddenly, Incursio's eyes lit up like bright bulbs when she heard Kuina's voice. Her eyes went wide and 

she started shrieking. Alex & co fell to the ground due to shock. 

 


